
MA-All-in-one  Anniversary
Celebration
Want to listen to the article instead? click here
Greetings!

Today marks the one-year anniversary of MA-All-in-one, and I’m
thrilled to extend my deepest gratitude for your unwavering
support throughout this journey. With your encouragement, I am
driven to introduce a plethora of exciting features in its
second year of existence!

Over the past year, I’ve been diligently working, and I’m
excited to announce that I’ve rolled out Thirty-six versions,
along with eleven apps and seventeen games, each brimming with
enhancements  and  refinements.  You’ll  find  this  year’s
changelog  outlined  below.

Reflecting on the accomplishments of MA-All-in-one’s inaugural
year, I’m pleased to present an impressive array of apps and
games that now call our platform home:

Apps:

Accessibility Apps:
Accessigram
Color Detector

Clients:
ChatGPT Client

Media-related Apps:
Media Converter
Media Downloader

https://mahdiabedi.com/ma-all-in-one-anniversary-celebration/
https://mahdiabedi.com/ma-all-in-one-anniversary-celebration/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRCjEory220


Media Player

Miscellaneous Apps:
Audio-Image Merger
CD Drive Controller
MA Midi Keyboard

Productivity Apps:
MANotepad
MATranslate

Games:

Board Games:
Chess
Snakes and Ladders

Card Games:
1000 Miles
Crazy Eights
Escoba
Ninety-Nine
Scopa
War

FPS Games:
MAWorld

Memory Games:
Mathematical Operations
Recall Numbers



Miscellaneous Games:
Endless Objects
General Knowledge
Russian Roulette

Rhythm Action Games:
Bop It

Sports Games:
Pong
Showdown

Without further ado, here’s a comprehensive list of all the
changes implemented over the past year:

Changes:

Changes of version 0.36.0 (Incomplete)
MAWorld: Added new items.
MAWorld: Added an inventory system.
…

Changes  of  version  0.35.0  (Thursday,
April 25, 2024)

MAWorld: Shifted the game from online to offline status
due to current lack of online expertise.
MAWorld: Added enemies.
MAWorld: You can now check the list of your kills by
pressing K.
MAWorld: Added over 8 new weapons.
MAWorld: Added items.



Changes of version 0.34.0 (Sunday, April
21, 2024)

Media player: Youtube links now play correctly.
Improvement: Window handling.
Media downloader: Recoded the download progress bar.
Mathematical operations: Added the following operations:
Exponents, Square Roots, and Percentages.
Changes  list  is  now  included  within  the  collection
itself rather than a text file.

Changes  of  version  0.33.0  (Wednesday,
April 17, 2024)

Media downloader: Optimized the downloader to make it
faster than before.
Added an about section.
Miscellaneous apps: Added a new app: MA Midi Keyboard.
Media player: It’s now possible to search YouTube by
pressing Control+Y.
Media player: It’s now possible to listen to online
radios by pressing Control+R.

Changes of version 0.32.0 (Friday, March
29, 2024)

Card games: Added a new game: Ninety-nine.
Card games: Added a new game: Scopa.
Card games: Added a new game: Escoba.
Games: R now speaks the current round in round-based
games.
Media downloader: YouTube playlists now have their own
folder after downloading.



Changes of version 0.31.0 (Friday, March
22, 2024)

Card games: Fixed 1000 miles.
Games: Added bots to the following games: Card games,
Russian roulette.
Games:  Pressing  W  now  displays  the  total  number  of
players in bot-added games.
Card games: Pressing C now shows the last card on the
table.
Games: Pressing T now indicates whose turn it currently
is in bot-added games.

Changes  of  version  0.30.0  (Wednesday,
March 20, 2024)

Endless objects: Added police cars.
MA-All-in-one now loads faster than before.
Endless  Objects:  Police  cars  are  now  capable  of
colliding with other objects.
Card games: Added a new game: Crazy eights.
Card games: Recoded war.

Changes of version 0.29.0 (Monday, March
18, 2024)

Improved the online translator to be faster than before.
It’s now possible to select the input and output devices
when launching MA-All-in-one for the first time.
Sport games: You’ll now be notified of game stats when
each game ends.
Endless  objects:  Added  the  following  passing  ways:
Horse, Scoreboard, Bicycle, Car.
Endless objects: Added items.



Changes of version 0.28.0 (Sunday, March
17, 2024)

Sport games: Added a new game: Pong.
Miscellaneous games: Added a new game: Endless objects.
Fixed exiting from each app or game.
Added a new category for Games: Rhythm action games.
Rhythm action games: Added a new game: Bop it.

Changes of version 0.27.0 (Tuesday, March
12, 2024)

MANotepad: Fixed document management.
MANotepad: When going to the previous page of a document
by hand, It no longer goes to where page starts at.
MANotepad: It’s now possible to open and OCR images.
Apps:  Removed  MA  OCR  as  MANotepad  performs  OCR
operations from now on.
Media Player: Fixed file sorting while navigating to the
next/previous file.

Changes  of  version  0.26.0  (Thursday,
February 29, 2024)

MANotepad: Added options sub menu.
MANotepad: Sounds can now be muted and unmuted from the
options sub menu.
MA OCR: You can now save the recognized text by pressing
Control+S.
MANotepad: It’s now possible to OCR images automatically
when opening a document if needed. Toggleable in options
sub menu.
Media downloader: It’s now possible to download a list
of URLs contained in a file.



Changes  of  version  0.25.0  (Wednesday,
February 28, 2024)

Apps:  PDF  management  is  now  better  than  before  in
required apps.
MANotepad:  Added  page  support  to  text  files  and
specifically to MAT (MAText) file format.
MANotepad: You can now search between pages by pressing
Alt+G.
MANotepad: You can now find text by pressing Control+F.
MANotepad: You can now move between lines by pressing
Control+G.

Changes  of  version  0.24.0  (Wednesday,
February 28, 2024)

It’s now possible to change input/output devices from
settings menu.
Added a new category for apps: Clients.
Apps: Moved ChatGPT client from Miscellaneous apps to
clients.
It’s  no  longer  possible  to  receive  updates  with  no
active licenses.
MANotepad can now open and manage PDF files.

Changes  of  version  0.23.0  (Wednesday,
February 21, 2024)

Added an experimental online translator.
Added settings menu to the main menu.
It’s now possible to reset settings from settings menu.
Media related apps: Your preferences now save in each
app.
Media  downloader:  URLs  are  now  automatically  cleared
after downloading.



Changes  of  version  0.22.0  (Wednesday,
February 21, 2024)

Apps: Added an ability to open a random app.
Recoded Color detector.
Accessibility: Added a new app: Accessigram (Accessible
telegram).
Memory games: Added a new game: Mathematical operations.
Miscellaneous  games:  Added  a  new  game:  General
knowledge.

Changes  of  version  0.21.0  (Friday,
January 26, 2024)

Added a new category for Games: Miscellaneous games.
Fixed conflicts of app and game category names.
Miscellaneous games: Added a new game: Russian roulette.
Thanks to Abbass Hoseini for their suggestion.
Games: Added an ability to play a random game.
MA All in one now provides comprehensive support for a
wider  range  of  Windows  operating  systems,  including
Windows 7 SP1(*) (x64, x86), Windows 8.1 (x64, x86),
Windows 10 Version 1607+ (x64, x86, Arm64), Windows 11
Version 22000+ (x64, x86, Arm64), Windows Server 2012+
(x64, x86), Windows Server Core 2012+ (x64, x86), & Nano
Server Version 1809+ (x64). Previously, it was limited
to  supporting  Windows  10  Version  1607+  (x64,  x86,
Arm64), Windows 11 Version 22000+ (x64, x86, Arm64),
Windows Server 2012+ (x64, x86), Windows Server Core
2012+ (x64, x86), & Nano Server Version 1809+ (x64).

Changes  of  version  0.20.0  (Tuesday,
December 26, 2023)

MATranslate:  Added  the  following  translation  engines:
Bing translate, ChatGPT.



MATranslate:  You  can  now  listen  to  pronunciation  of
translated texts by pressing Control P.
MATranslate: Added an ability to automatically detect
the source language.
MATranslate:  Added  an  ability  to  use  multiple
translation engines simultaneously.
You can now purchase your license key from the app.

Changes  of  version  0.19.0  (Thursday,
December 21, 2023)

Component updater: You no longer receive announcements
when components are being updated.
Productivity: Added a new app: MATranslate.
You can no longer open multiple instances of the same
app or game simultaneously.
Fixed visibility issues with `MA-All-in-one` window and
secondary windows.
Miscellaneous: Added ChatGPT client.

Changes  of  version  0.18.0  (Monday,
December 11, 2023)

Added a component updater.
Accessibility: Added a new app: MA OCR.
Added an ability to make shortcuts of each app or game
within desktop.
Recoded how notepad opens for better performance.
MAWorld: Added server uptime.

Changes  of  version  0.17.0  (Wednesday,
November 22, 2023)

Board games: Added a new game: Snakes and ladders.
1000 miles & Chess: The game will now exit later than
before when someone wins.



Games: Current player’s turn is now announced when a
turn-based game starts.
Added a new category for apps: Accessibility.
Accessibility: Added a new app: Color detector.

Changes  of  version  0.16.0  (Saturday,
November 18, 2023)

Recoded the updater to make the app load faster than
before.
Media  downloader:  All  files  downloaded  by  media
downloader now go to the downloads folder in the app
folder itself.
Media  downloader:  Now  the  components  will  check  for
updates  whenever  a  file  is  about  to  be  downloaded
through them rather than at startup.
Media player: Displaying elapsed time on screen with
Control + T is now accessible to all users.
Added a help section that can be viewed by pressing F1
in each app or game.

Changes  of  version  0.15.0  (Tuesday,
November 14, 2023)

Reorganized all Apps and games.
Combined all downloaders to make a media downloader.
Renamed file converter to media converter.
Added a sound updater for all apps and games.
Added license system.

Changes  of  version  0.14.0  (Friday,
November 10, 2023)

MAWorld: Fixed wall detection.
Games: Added a new game: Recall numbers.
Games: Added a new game: Chess.



Games: Added a new game: War.
Games: Added a new game: 1000 Miles.

Changes  of  version  0.13.0  (Thursday,
October 12, 2023)

You can now open menu items by pressing enter or by
clicking via mouse. Thus removed the context menu and
ability to open from there.
Spotify downloader: Download status is now accessible to
the blind.
The main menu now has a size of 800×600 pixels, making
it more suitable for a standard window size.
MAWorld: Fixed air detection in cameras.
Media player: Title of the playing file now appears at
startup.

Changes  of  version  0.12.0  (Wednesday,
October 11, 2023)

MAWorld: Fixed being in the air.
MAWorld: Added weapon system.
Youtube downloader: Fixed the Youtube downloader.
Youtube downloader: The downloader will now check for
update at startup.
Youtube downloader: Download status is now accessible to
the blind.

Changes of version 0.11.0 (Thursday, July
13, 2023)

MAWorld: Added camera.
MAWorld:  You  can  now  check  the  camera  position  by
pressing C while holding the G key.
Games: Added a new game: Showdown.
Misc: Added MA audio-image merger.



Misc: Added CD drive controller.

Changes of version 0.10.0 (Monday, July
03, 2023)

The treeview menu is now collapsed by default.
Recoded the updater.
Added a new section: Convertors.
Convertors: Added MA File Converter.
Added a new section: Misc.

Changes  of  version  0.9.0  (Monday,  June
26, 2023)

Added a new section: Text editors.
Text editors: Added MANotepad.
Introducing MAT (MA Text File) format.
Media player: You can now know the elapsed time of the
playing track by pressing Control T.
Media player: You can now go to a specified time of the
playing track by pressing Control G.

Changes of version 0.8.0 (Thursday, June
15, 2023)

MAWorld: Added chatting.
MAWorld: Added buffers.
MAWorld: Added an Account system.
MAWorld:  Added  an  ability  to  check  for  the  current
online players.
MAWorld: Added pinging.

Changes of version 0.7.0 (Saturday, June
10, 2023)

Added the application icon (A white chain that connected



two letters of my first name (MA) at the top and two
letters of my last name (AB) below it).
Media player: Fixed uppercase file format detection.
Media player: Fixed file browsing.
MAWorld: Added main menu.
MAWorld: The game is online from now on.

Changes  of  version  0.6.0  (Sunday,  June
04, 2023)

Media Player: The media player can now play links.
Now the program will check for updates only when you are
connected to the internet.
MAWorld: Recoded walking.
MAWorld: Added wall detection when walking.
The  program  will  now  check  for  updates  only  when
directly run by the user.

Changes  of  version  0.5.0  (Tuesday,  May
30, 2023)

MAWorld: You can no longer walk with unlimited speed.
MAWorld: Added jumping and falling system.
MAWorld: Added health system.
MAWorld: You can now turn around.
Added an auto-updater.

Changes of version 0.4.0 (Sunday, May 28,
2023)

MAWorld: Added zones.
MAWorld: Added sound sources.
Added a new section: Media players.
Media players: Added a media player.
File downloaders: Added Spotify downloader.



Changes of version 0.3.0 (Thursday, May
18, 2023)

Added a map system.
Introducing MA-All-in-one (collection of every possible
thing that I wrote and will write in the future).
Added a new section: File downloaders.
File downloaders: Added a YouTube downloader.
MAWorld: You can now go up and down stairs.

Changes  of  version  0.2.0  (Tuesday,  May
09, 2023)

You can now walk around by pressing arrows.
Added Text to Speech support.
You can now press C to check your coordinates.
Added a sound system.
You can now press Escape to exit from the game.

Changes  of  version  0.1.0  (Tuesday,  May
02, 2023)

Released the first version on Tuesday, May 02, 2023.

Price
Two euros per month.

As we celebrate this milestone, I want to express my heartfelt
appreciation  for  your  continuous  support  and  enthusiasm.
Together,  we’ve  built  something  truly  remarkable,  and  I’m
incredibly excited about the journey ahead. Here’s to many
more years of innovation, growth, and shared experiences with
MA-All-in-one!

Don’t forget, To download MA-All-in-one and to purchase your
license, please visit here

https://mahdiabedi.com/maallinone


Thank you once again for being a part of this incredible
journey!

A few #tricks for #iPhone
How many of you have an #iPhone and want to know some juicy
#tricks for it?

Let us start, then!

If you make so that the control center appears, tap one1.
of the options for more moments and you’ll have more
options. I. E. the  bluetooth one will give you mobile
hotspot!
From photos, if you have the app Be My Eyes installed,2.
tap “SHARE” and let that nice AI describe the photo for
you! Useful when someone sends you something that you
should read.
Tap settings, general, and check out your iPhone and3.
other devices warantee!
Go to Safari, scrinshot the page, and you will see a4.
popup.  Unfortunately  this  is  not  accessible  for
voiceOver  users.

Stay tuned, tomorrow will come up the demonstration of all
this!

https://mahdiabedi.com/a-few-tricks-for-iphone/


Demystifying Color Perception
for  Blind  Individuals:  A
Journey  Beyond  Hues  and
Shades.

A  World  of  Hues  and  Shades:
Embracing the Vibrant Nuances
Colors, the vibrant hues that paint our world, hold a profound
significance that extends far beyond their visual appeal. They
evoke emotions, convey messages, and shape our perception of
the world around us. For individuals with full color vision,
these  nuances  are  readily  apparent,  but  for  those  who
experience  blindness,  the  perception  of  color  takes  on  a
different form.

Delving  into  the  Realm  of  Color
Perception: A Multisensory Approach
While blind individuals may not have the ability to perceive
colors visually, they can still grasp their essence through a
variety of multisensory experiences. Tactile experiences, for
instance, can provide a direct connection to the physical
properties that often represent certain colors. The warmth of
fire, the smooth texture of a ripe strawberry, or the coolness
of  ice  can  evoke  the  essence  of  red,  yellow,  and  blue,
respectively.

Descriptive language plays a crucial role in bridging the gap
between  visual  and  non-visual  representations  of  color.
Through  vivid  descriptions,  blind  individuals  can  gain

https://mahdiabedi.com/demystifying-color-perception-for-blind-individuals-a-journey-beyond-hues-and-shades/
https://mahdiabedi.com/demystifying-color-perception-for-blind-individuals-a-journey-beyond-hues-and-shades/
https://mahdiabedi.com/demystifying-color-perception-for-blind-individuals-a-journey-beyond-hues-and-shades/
https://mahdiabedi.com/demystifying-color-perception-for-blind-individuals-a-journey-beyond-hues-and-shades/


insights into the nuances of color, such as the fiery passion
of red, the serene calmness of blue, or the vibrant energy of
yellow. These descriptions paint a mental picture, allowing
blind  individuals  to  form  their  own  associations  with
different  colors.

Technology also plays a significant role in enhancing color
understanding  for  blind  individuals.  Talking  color
identification  tools  can  name  colors  aloud,  helping  them
connect  names  to  specific  hues.  Additionally,  color-coded
signage and descriptions of clothing can make the world more
accessible and understandable for blind individuals.

The Significance of Colors: Beyond
Hues and Shades
Colors are not merely visual stimuli; they carry profound
symbolic meanings that permeate our culture, language, and
emotions.  These  associations  vary  across  cultures  and
individuals,  but  certain  colors  tend  to  evoke  universal
emotions and connotations.

Colors
Name Description Type



Red

Red is a primary color. It is a fiery,
vibrant color that evokes feelings of
heat, excitement, and intensity. Its

smooth, silky texture can be compared to
a passionate encounter, while its warm

temperature feels like the sun’s
embrace. The sound of red is sharp,
sizzling, and buzzing, reminiscent of

crackling flames. In the realm of taste,
red is sweet, tangy, and slightly sour

like biting into a ripe berry.
• Passion and Love: Red symbolizes

intense emotions like passion, love, and
desire. It’s a fiery color that evokes

feelings of heat, excitement, and
intensity.

• Energy and Vitality: Red evokes a
sense of vibrancy, enthusiasm, and

drive.
• Warmth and Comfort: Red can create a
feeling of warmth and intimacy in a

room.
• Danger and Warning: Red is often used
in stop signs and emergency vehicles to

signal danger.
• Room Association: Red is often used in
living rooms, kitchens, and dining rooms

to create a sense of warmth and
excitement.

Primary Color



Blue

Blue is a primary color. It is a calming
and serene color that is often

associated with tranquility, peace, and
trust. It is a color that feels cool and
refreshing, like the touch of a gentle
breeze on a summer day. The sound of
blue is calming and soothing, akin to

the lullaby of ocean waves. In the realm
of taste, blue is subtle and refreshing,
much like a sip of cool, clear water.
• Tranquility and Peace: Blue evokes a
feeling of calmness, serenity, and

harmony. It’s a calming color associated
with clear skies and tranquil waters.

• Trust and Reliability: Blue symbolizes
dependability, loyalty, and

trustworthiness.
• Coolness and Freshness: Blue conjures
up images of clear skies, cool waters,

and refreshing breezes.
• Room Association: Blue is often used

in bedrooms, living rooms, and bathrooms
to create a sense of calmness and

relaxation.

Primary Color



Yellow

Yellow is a primary color. It is the
color of the sun, radiating happiness,
clarity, and mental stimulation. Yellow
feels bright and energetic, like the
warmth of sunlight on your skin. The

sound of yellow is lively and uplifting,
like the chirping of birds on a sunny
day. In the realm of taste, yellow is
refreshing and slightly sweet, akin to

sipping on a cool, citrus-infused
beverage.

• Happiness and Positivity: Yellow
symbolizes joy, optimism, and

enthusiasm. It’s the color of sunshine
that brings a sense of brightness and

positivity.
• Intellect and Creativity: Yellow

sparks creativity, mental clarity, and
problem-solving skills.

• Energy and Vitality: Yellow evokes a
sense of energy, activity, and

alertness.
• Room Association: Yellow is often used
in kitchens, bathrooms, and workspaces

to promote a sense of alertness,
creativity, and energy.

Primary Color



Green

Green, the color of nature, symbolizes
growth, harmony, and renewal. It is a
secondary color resulting from the

mixture of Blue and Yellow. Green feels
calming and serene, like the rustling of
leaves in a gentle breeze. The sound of
green is peaceful and tranquil, akin to
the melody of a flowing stream. In the
realm of taste, green is fresh and

invigorating, much like the crispness of
a salad.

• Peace and Tranquility: Green evokes a
sense of serenity, calmness, and

harmony. It’s the color of nature that
brings a feeling of balance and renewal.
• Growth and Renewal: Green symbolizes
growth, rebirth, and new beginnings.
• Health and Vitality: Green is often
used to promote healing and wellness.
• Room Association: Green is often used
in bedrooms, living rooms, and offices
to create a sense of tranquility and

relaxation.

Secondary
Color

(Resulting
from the

mixture of
Blue and
Yellow)



Orange

Orange is a warm, cheerful color that
invites feelings of joy and playfulness.
It is a secondary color resulting from
the mixture of Red and Yellow. Its

smooth, fuzzy texture can be likened to
a comforting touch, while its slightly
hot temperature radiates warmth. The
sound of orange is cheerful, playful,
and bubbling, like the laughter of

friends. In the realm of taste, orange
is sweet, tangy, and citrusy,

reminiscent of biting into a fresh
orange.

• Cheerfulness and Optimism: Orange
symbolizes happiness, optimism, and
enthusiasm. It’s a warm and inviting
color that radiates positive energy.
• Creativity and Innovation: Orange

encourages creativity, spontaneity, and
risk-taking.

• Friendship and Socialization: Orange
fosters a sense of friendship, social

connection, and warmth.
• Room Association: Orange is often used

in children’s rooms, playrooms, and
social spaces to create a fun and

inviting atmosphere.

Secondary
Color

(Resulting
from the

mixture of
Red and
Yellow)



Purple

Purple is a regal and mysterious color
that is often associated with royalty,

wisdom, and creativity. It is a
secondary color resulting from the

mixture of Red and Blue. Purple feels
luxurious and refined, like the soft

touch of velvet. The sound of purple is
sophisticated and intriguing, akin to
the whispers of ancient tales. In the
realm of taste, purple is rich and

decadent, much like indulging in a piece
of dark chocolate.

• Royalty and Wisdom: Purple symbolizes
sophistication, exclusivity, and a touch

of intrigue. It’s a regal color
associated with luxury and mystery.
• Creativity and Imagination: Purple
encourages unconventional thinking,
innovation, and artistic expression.
• Luxury and Elegance: Purple exudes a

sense of luxury, refinement, and
sophistication.

• Room Association: Purple is often used
in bedrooms, dining rooms, and study
rooms to create an atmosphere of
calmness and sophistication.

Secondary
Color

(Resulting
from the

mixture of
Red and Blue)



Violet

Violet is a rich, regal color that falls
between blue and purple on the color
spectrum. It is a secondary color

resulting from the mixture of Blue and
Red. Violet feels calming and

introspective, offering a rich and
mysterious quality. The texture of

violet can be described as luxurious,
refined, and enigmatic. Its temperature
is neutral, balancing cool and warm

tones. The sound of violet is elegantly
quiet, akin to a distant melody. In the
realm of taste, violet is complex, like

the blend of various berries.
• Mystery and Depth: Violet is often
used to evoke a sense of mystery and

depth in various designs.
• Calming Presence: The deep and calming
nature of violet makes it suitable for

creating tranquil spaces.
• Room Association: Violet is commonly

used in bedrooms, meditation spaces, and
areas promoting relaxation.

Secondary
Color

(Resulting
from the

mixture of
Blue and Red)



Brown

Brown is an earthy and grounded color
often associated with stability and

warmth. It is a tertiary color resulting
from the mixture of primary and

secondary colors. Brown feels solid and
reassuring, like the embrace of rich
soil in your hands. The sound of brown
is steady and reliable, akin to the
crackling of leaves underfoot. In the
realm of taste, brown is hearty and

comforting, much like a sip of hot cocoa
on a chilly day.

• Stability and Warmth: Brown is an
earthy and grounded color often

associated with stability and warmth. It
feels solid and reassuring, like the
embrace of rich soil in your hands.

• Reliability and Steadiness: The sound
of brown is steady and reliable, akin to

the crackling of leaves underfoot.
• Comfort and Nourishment: In the realm

of taste, brown is hearty and
comforting, much like a sip of hot cocoa

on a chilly day.
• Room Association: Brown is often used
in living rooms, study spaces, and areas
where a sense of stability is desired.

Tertiary
color

(Resulting
from the

mixture of
primary and
secondary
colors)



Pink

Pink is a gentle and romantic color
often associated with love and

sweetness. It is a tertiary color
resulting from the mixture of primary
and secondary colors. Pink feels soft

and tender, like the petals of a
delicate flower. The sound of pink is
light and airy, akin to the fluttering
of butterfly wings. In the realm of

taste, pink is subtle and sugary, much
like a bite of cotton candy at the fair.

• Romance and Tenderness: Pink is a
gentle and romantic color often

associated with love and sweetness. It
feels soft and tender, like the petals

of a delicate flower.
• Airiness and Delicacy: The sound of
pink is light and airy, akin to the

fluttering of butterfly wings.
• Sweetness and Playfulness: In the
realm of taste, pink is subtle and

sugary, much like a bite of cotton candy
at the fair.

• Room Association: Pink is often used
in bedrooms, nurseries, and spaces where

a touch of romance is desired.

Tertiary
color

(Resulting
from the

mixture of
primary and
secondary
colors)



Gray

Gray is a neutral and balanced color
often associated with practicality and
sophistication. It is a tertiary color
resulting from the mixture of primary
and secondary colors. Gray feels calm
and composed, like the stillness of a
foggy morning. The sound of gray is
muted and tranquil, akin to the quiet
hum of a city at dawn. In the realm of
taste, gray is subtle and nuanced, much

like the complexity of a well-aged
cheese.

• Neutrality and Balance: Gray is a
neutral and balanced color often
associated with practicality and
sophistication. It feels calm and

composed, like the stillness of a foggy
morning.

• Muted Tranquility: The sound of gray
is muted and tranquil, akin to the quiet

hum of a city at dawn.
• Subtle Nuances: In the realm of taste,
gray is subtle and nuanced, much like
the complexity of a well-aged cheese.
• Room Association: Gray is often used
in modern designs, offices, and spaces
where a sense of sophistication is

desired.

Tertiary
color

(Resulting
from the

mixture of
primary and
secondary
colors)



Black

Black is a sophisticated and elegant
color often associated with mystery,
power, and authority. It is a tertiary
color resulting from the mixture of
primary and secondary colors. Black
feels strong and confident, like the

bold strokes of a masterpiece. The sound
of black is commanding and powerful,
akin to the resonance of a deep bass
note. In the realm of taste, black is
bold and intense, much like a sip of

strong, black coffee.
• Mystery and Intrigue: Black evokes a
sense of mystery, sophistication, and
intrigue. It’s a powerful and dramatic

color often associated with bold
statements.

• Elegance and Sophistication: Black
exudes a sense of elegance, luxury, and

refinement.
• Power and Authority: Black symbolizes
strength, confidence, and authority.

• Room Association: Black is often used
in bedrooms, dining rooms, and study
rooms to create a sense of drama and

sophistication.

Tertiary
color

(Resulting
from the

mixture of
primary and
secondary
colors)



White

White is a versatile color that
represents purity, cleanliness, and new

beginnings. It is a tertiary color
resulting from the mixture of primary
and secondary colors. White feels open
and airy, like a blank canvas ready for
creation. The sound of white is quiet
and serene, akin to the hush of a snowy
landscape. In the realm of taste, white
is crisp and neutral, much like the

purity of fresh snow.
• Purity and Innocence: White symbolizes

cleanliness, simplicity, and fresh
starts. It’s a versatile color that

creates a sense of openness and purity.
• Light and Airiness: White creates a
sense of openness, spaciousness, and

brightness.
• Modernity and Minimalism: White is
often used in modern and minimalist

designs to create a sense of clean lines
and simplicity.

• Room Association: White is a versatile
color that can be used in any room of

the house. It is often used in kitchens,
bathrooms, living rooms, and bedrooms to

create a sense of spaciousness and
cleanliness.

Tertiary
color

(Resulting
from the

mixture of
primary and
secondary
colors)



Gold

Gold is a luxurious and radiant color
often associated with wealth and
prosperity. It is a metallic color

achieved through pigments that mimic the
reflective qualities of metals. Gold
feels opulent and dazzling, like the

shimmer of sunlight on a golden surface.
The sound of gold is rich and resonant,
akin to the harmony of a grand symphony.
In the realm of taste, gold is decadent

and indulgent, much like the
satisfaction of savoring a piece of

premium chocolate.
• Luxury and Prosperity: Gold is a
luxurious and radiant color often

associated with wealth and prosperity.
It feels opulent and dazzling, like the
shimmer of sunlight on a golden surface.
• Rich Resonance: The sound of gold is
rich and resonant, akin to the harmony

of a grand symphony.
• Indulgent Decadence: In the realm of
taste, gold is decadent and indulgent,

much like the satisfaction of savoring a
piece of premium chocolate.

• Room Association: Gold is often used
in upscale designs, accents, and areas
where a touch of opulence is desired.

metallic
color

(achieved
through

pigments that
mimic the
reflective
qualities of

metals)



Silver

Silver is a metallic color associated
with modernity and sophistication. It is

a metallic color achieved through
pigments that mimic the reflective

qualities of metals. Silver has a cool
and sleek appearance, resembling the
shine of precious metals like silver.

Silver often conveys a sense of
futuristic elegance and can be used to

create a high-tech and polished
atmosphere.

• Modernity and Sophistication: Silver
is often used in contemporary designs to

convey a sense of modernity and
sophistication.

• Futuristic Elegance: The metallic
sheen of silver evokes a futuristic and

high-tech aesthetic.
• Room Association: Silver is commonly
used in modern kitchens, bathrooms, and

spaces with a sleek design.

metallic
color

(achieved
through

pigments that
mimic the
reflective
qualities of

metals)



Maroon

Maroon is a deep, reddish-brown color
associated with richness and warmth. It
is a deep color often achieved by adding
more red to brown. Maroon has a regal

and earthy quality, resembling the color
of red wine. Maroon adds a sense of

elegance and coziness to spaces and is
often used to create a sophisticated and

inviting atmosphere.
• Richness and Warmth: Maroon conveys a
sense of richness and warmth, adding

depth to a color palette.
• Regal Elegance: The deep hue of maroon
gives off a regal and luxurious vibe.
• Room Association: Maroon is commonly
used in dining rooms, libraries, and
areas where a touch of warmth is

desired.

deep color
(often

achieved by
adding more
red to brown)

Indigo

Indigo is a deep and rich color between
blue and violet on the color spectrum.
It is a deep color usually created by
combining blue and violet. Indigo is

often associated with mystery and depth.
It has a calming and introspective

quality, making it suitable for creating
serene and contemplative environments.
• Mystery and Depth: Indigo is often
used to evoke a sense of mystery and

depth in various designs.
• Calming Presence: The deep and calming
nature of indigo makes it suitable for

creating tranquil spaces.
• Room Association: Indigo is commonly

used in bedrooms, meditation spaces, and
areas promoting relaxation.

deep color
(usually

created by
combining
blue and
violet)



Conclusion:  A  Journey  of
Understanding and Empathy
Exploring the world of colors and blindness is a journey of
understanding and empathy. It is an opportunity to appreciate
the diversity of human experience and recognize the remarkable
resilience  of  the  human  spirit.  By  broadening  our
understanding  of  the  world  through  the  lens  of  different
perspectives, we can create a more inclusive and compassionate
society.

As we continue to delve into the realm of color perception, we
can develop innovative ways to bridge the gap between visual
and  non-visual  experiences.  By  harnessing  the  power  of
technology  and  fostering  cross-cultural  dialogue,  we  can
ensure  that  everyone  has  the  opportunity  to  access  and
appreciate the rich tapestry of colors that enrich our world.


